FLYING INTO HAWAIʻI?

Book Flight

TRAVEL.HAWAII.GOV

All adults 18 & over, register for the Safe Travels online program

NO EARLIER THAN 72 HOURS BEFORE YOUR FLIGHT DEPARTURE TIME

Take FDA-authorized Nucleic Acid Amplification Test (NAAT) from a state of Hawaiʻi Trusted Testing or Travel Partner

(all travelers, including minors 5 and older) No Antigen or Antibody tests accepted

No Test

Negative Result

Up to Safe Travels account

Upload to Safe Travels account

Results still pending

24 HOURS PRIOR TO BOARDING FLIGHT

Log into Safe Travels account and fill out Travel Health Questionnaire. Receive QR Code upon completion.

Travel to Hawaiʻi

Socially distance, wear masks covering nose and mouth

Arrival at Hawaiʻi airport

Secondary screening; temperature taken. Show Safe Travels QR Code.

Quarantine until results are received and uploaded into Safe Travels Account

Go directly to quarantine location for 14 days

May only leave for medical emergencies

14 DAYS

Quarantine Not Required. ENJOY YOUR TRIP!

Secondary screening required on the island of Hawaiʻi. For further details, visit HawaiiCovid19.com/travel

Socially distance, wear masks covering nose and mouth

Negative Result

Upload to Safe Travels account

Positive Result

Immediately Isolate

Health service guidance will be provided by Hawaiʻi State Department of Health

Departure subject to state of Hawaiʻi positive restrictions

Negative Result

Upload to Safe Travels account

Positive Result

Quarantine Not Required. ENJOY YOUR TRIP!

Health service guidance will be provided by Hawaiʻi State Department of Health

Symptoms suggestive of COVID-19 at any time

Immediately Quarantine

Remain in quarantine until results are received

Take FDA-authorized Nucleic Acid Amplification Test (NAAT) from a certified CLIA lab

Contact Hawaiʻi’s State Department of Health

ENJOY YOUR TRIP!

Socially distance, wear masks covering nose and mouth